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EZView is a mobile surveillance client app. With this app you can access Uniview surveillance products through network and view live or recorded video, receive alarms and manage cloud devices using your mobile phone.
Updated on
Mar 29, 2024
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]This app may share these data types with third partiesApp info and performance and Device or other IDs
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February 19, 2024
This can't compete with unifi protect. This app is ehh I'm not a bug fan of how Buggy this is and this goes with any app with a standard nvr. I love the unifi protect stuff its just so much more user friendly. My app keeps making add mu cameras all the time and it's driving me nuts or when I go back to check paybacks it won't auto jump to the next event or motion event. Please fix this or something or maybe a complete revamp of the system as it doesn't come close to unifi protect in any aspect
9 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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February 6, 2019
Eastern Standard Time zone is off by an hour and a half. Ive manually set it several times from main component but it goes right back to wrong time! Yes, I have DST enabled but doesn't help. It makes playback of alerts almost impossible to view because it gets so confusing to find the time's! Also, it stays on 24hr format even though i have it set to 12. Even more brain draining. Im over it.
44 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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June 3, 2022
As a camera integrator Ezview IMO is one of the better camera apps. Multiple locations, OTA updates right from the app. Very low bandwidth usage. If there was one suggestion: I wish there was a picture thumbnail for recorded events. Right now, after selecting a date. You have to slide the timeline to blue line. If you don't get it exactly on the line it shows an error.
52 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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What's new


1. Bug fixes, improved user experience.
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